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China Latest Selling metal bond grinding wheel Factory
Our factory uses metal bond grinding wheel with various ratios to produce bronze grinding wheels,
which have good dynamic and static balance and excellent grinding effect. It is an ideal choice for
manufacturers.
Features of metal bond grinding wheel:
1. Good wear resistance, strong abrasive holding power, long life of the grinding wheel;
2. Excellent cutting performance when processing hard and brittle materials such as glass and
ferrite.
Use of metal bond grinding wheel:

Used for grinding hard and brittle materials and metal materials such as glass, ceramics, ferrite,
semiconductor materials, stone, etc. It is used for the shape processing and electrolytic grinding of
cemented carbide materials, as well as the grinding of diamond drills for grinding and machining
centers.

Diamond grinding wheels (flat, butterfly, bowl, cup) are made of bronze bond, resin bond and
electroplating method. Bronze grinding wheels are suitable for grinding optical glass, decorative
glass edging, semiconductor materials, and ceramic hard and brittle rocks. The resin bond diamond
grinding wheel is suitable for the best tools of various hard alloy materials such as hard alloy, fine
grinding of cutting tools, hard alloy saw blades, and alloy wood milling cutters. Electroplated grinding
wheels are suitable for processing high-hard metal and non-metal materials.

Diamond grinding wheel is an ideal tool for grinding cemented carbide, ceramics, glass and other
materials. Our factory adopts high-quality diamonds, combined with advanced technological formula,
stable and reliable product quality, high grinding efficiency, and low grinding cost. It is a very ideal
grinding. tool. In this article, we will focus on metal bond (bronze bond grinding wheel). Metal bond
(bronze bond) is mainly used to make diamond grinding wheels. Bronze bond diamond grinding

metal bond grinding wheel

Diamond grinding wheel is an ideal tool for grinding
cemented carbide, ceramics, glass and other
materials. It is a very ideal grinding. tool. In this article,
we will focus on metal bond (bronze bond grinding
wheel). Metal bond (bronze bond) is mainly used to
make diamond grinding wheels. Bronze bond
diamond grinding wheels are characterized by good
formability, high strength and certain toughness. But
the grinding wheel made of metal bond grinding wheel
has poor self-sharpening.
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wheels are characterized by good formability, high strength and certain toughness. But the grinding
wheel made of metal bond grinding wheel has poor self-sharpening.

Our pursuit and enterprise aim would be to "Always fulfill our buyer requirements". We carry on to
acquire and layout excellent quality items for the two our old and new clients and realize a win-win
prospect for our shoppers in addition as us for IOS Certificate China D200mm Metal-Bond
Segmented Diamond Wet Grinding Wheel for Ceramic, "Making the Merchandise of Superior
Quality" may be the eternal goal of our organization. We make unremitting initiatives to comprehend
the target of "We Will Constantly Maintain in Pace together with the Time". IOS Certificate China
Wheel, Grinding Wheels, We expect to provide goods and services to more users in global
aftermarket markets; we launched our global branding strategy by providing our excellent solutions
all over the world by virtue of our well reputed partners letting global users keep pace with
technology innovation and achievements with us.


